ENGenius 2008 Project Booklet Article Submission requirements

For the ENGenius event a booklet is produced containing summaries of all the projects being displayed at ENGenius and information about the event and its sponsors.

The student project descriptive articles are an essential portion of this booklet and need to follow a specific format. Please note the article will not be accepted until it follows the format outlined in this document.

Format of Article

Length and Font
Article is to be no longer in length than 3 pages and in a 12 point ‘Times New Roman’ font.

Content

• Project Synopsis or Abstract.
  Provide an outline of the project and its major achievements.

• Design and Implementation.
  Provide more in depth detail of the solutions to the design challenges and how they were then implemented. Include diagrams, pictures of the product or flow charts in this section that help explain how the solution was developed.

• Future Direction or Future development of the Project.
  Provide possible future direction or directions for the project, or even next tier design ideas.

• Acknowledgements. (Not a required section)
  Provide details of any acknowledgements you wish to make known.

• Conclusion
  Conclusion and final thoughts of the project

• Group member details
  Provide a photo and personal description of each group member e.g. what degree they are studying and interests. A sentence describing what they contributed to the project and also the group members contact details, (email address is sufficient).

Please forward these articles to: eli.beke@student.rmit.edu.au